94   COTTAGE OR PROVINCIAL TYPES
Early American. This furniture is also called Pilgrim or seven-
teenth century. It was practically the same as early English cot-
tage furniture, but the American-made articles were plainer and
cruder. English and American pieces were equally uncomfortable;
their owners considered comfort and luxury sinful. The American
Wing of the Metropolitan Museum in New York City shows this
furniture in original interiors. For further information about this
primitive American furniture see page 439. This type has been
reproduced in oak, pine, and fruit wood, and is generally available.
See pages 209 and 240. It is well used in farm houses, Cape Cod
cottages, and other unpretentious houses or apartments.
Dutch Colonial. The Dutch influence was strong around New
York, on Long Island, and in New Jersey. There people made
their domestic furniture like that of Holland. This simple curved-
line furniture was rather heavy and was usually cottage or pro-
vincial in character. It was often made from the native wood
which was left natural or was painted with naive effects. Some-
times low-relief carving decorated these pieces, and either the pat-
tern or the background was painted in bright colors. The kas or
linen cupboard was a favorite article, as was also the high-back
settle. See page 101. Rush-bottom chairs were painted black and
were sometimes decorated with floral patterns. The more pros-
perous Dutch settlers imported imposing inlaid or lacquered pieces
from Holland. The Brooklyn Museum has many interesting
Dutch Colonial articles.
Provincial Colonial. This furniture style succeeded the Early
American in most of the plainer city homes and in the country
homes of the colonists of the Atlantic coast. It was a provincial
version of the elegant mahogany furniture which featured Queen,
Anne and Chippendale designs. See page 102. The furniture was
copied in inexpensive wood, such as maple, oak, and fruit woods,
without ornamentation. Original pieces of this type are in the
American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum. The many curved-
teg maple pieces which we see in the shops today are reproductions
of this provincial colonial furniture. They combine well with
other cottage furniture, especially Early American, and are used
extensively in Colonial cottages, in apartments, and m some dormi-
tories; Since this style conveys a cottage atmosphere it is inappro-
priate for large pretentious homes or for formal hotels-

